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This paper presents the considerations that 
must be taken into account when formalizing a simulation 
model to determine the operational availability of a 
Navy training de~i~e. 
Cons~deration is given t6 those design and 
logistic support parameters that impact the general · 
simulation model before it is formulated. These parameters, 
are then used as guidel ·ines to collect and screen the data 
available for use in the general model. 
The general m6del is then translated into a computer 
simulation model. A specific training site is then chosen 
and data · gathered to be used in the computer ~odel. Design 
and 1 ogisti c support parameters -given consideration 
in this specific case were; component Mean-time-between-
failure _s, repair capabilities (manual or automatic test 
equipment, and depot), spares provisionin_g, and . repair or 
replacement times. 
The simulation model was then exercised by changing 
the provisio~ing on-site to determine its effect on the 
trainers operational availability. Of significant notic~ 
was the effects that provisio~ing had on manpower require-
ments in the area of maintenance. 
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Maintenance of operating systems and the effect 
that certain "logistic support" variables has on "system 
availability" have always been of paramount interest to 
decision makers. In the realm of Navy systems "system 
availability" plays a key role in the allocation of 
national funds. The system may be defined as the Navy's 
operationg forces, a subsystem of it, or just a particular 
piece of equipment w.ithin it. Consequently, since the 
availability of each component part plays an important 
part in establishing the availability of the whole systems, 
it becomes extremely important to ensure this availability 
at the lowest level of the system. 
The Navy, in one of its current directives, 1 has 
established its criteria for measuring the "Operational 
Availability {A0 )" of its systerns. Simply, the Navy's 
description of A0 is "the expected percentage of time that 
a weapon system or individual equipment will be ready 
lu. s. Department of the Navy, Office of the Naval 
Material Corrunand. Naval Material Instruction 3000.2. 
Washington, D. c.: Government Pr1 nt1 ng Off1 ce, 2 I January, 1981) 
2 
to perform satisfactorily in an operating enviroment 11 
or more generally "System Uptime/(System Uptime plus 
Downtime)." 
Within the past several years, concurrent with the 
decrease in hostile military actions, the Navy has found 
an increasing ~eed to find ways to effectively train its 
personnel without the loss of life or equipment. This 
need, to a large degree, has been met by the employment 
of t~aining devices that range in complexity from relative-
ly simple devices to large sophisticated weapon system 
trainers. Along with this increase in demand for trainers 
has come the need to make them operationally available to 
the personnel using . them, thereby reducing the time riecessary 
to complete training objectives and consequently increasing 
the avai~ability of the trainer to more personnel. 
To increase the "expected percentage of time 11 that 
these training devices are ready to perform requires a 
decision on what the proper mix of logistic support and 
design criteria will bring about this i ·ncrease. In the 
area of design such factors as maintainability and relia-
bility engineeri~g take on an important role in increasing 
equipment availability. Any weaknesses in adapting proper 
design criteria will carry over into the area of operational 
support. Therefore, it is extremely important that close 
3 
coordination exist between those responsible for 
design and those ensuring proper logistic support. 
With the existence of this close coordination the 
logistician ran make the appropriate decisions on 
such logistic variables as; provisioning of spares 
and repair equipment, maintenance documentation, per-
sonnel support and training of support personnel. 
Objectives of Research Project 
It is the objective of this research to derive 
a computer simulation program to determine the Operational 
Availabilty (A0 ) of Navy training devices based on the 
initial provisioning philosophy (spare components) ~t the 
training site. To accomplish this requires the collection 
of information about the major program parameters that 
define A . These parameters, are inherent in the design 
0 
criteria and logistic support variables discussed above. 
Specifically, they are dictated by the maintainability 
concept (repair philo~ophy) of the trainer which estab-
lishes the level of repair {sub-assembly, circuit card, 
or IC chip) necessary to minimize training equipment down-
time. Information collected on these ~ par~meters was 














































































































































































































































(NTEC) ·, Orlando, Florida or by researching several 
studies conducted by the NTEV.2, 3 
Once these parameters were determined a general · 
model could be constructed which best represents most 
training device repair capabilities. This general model 
could then be molded to represent any particular train-
ing site situation by choosing the particular set of 
parameters which best describe it. With these parameters 
fixed, it becomes a simply matter of choosing which one 
becomes the variable in driving A0 . In this case the 
choice was nfaulty components and spare replacement from 
off-site sources!" which is circumvented by provisioning 
of spare components~ 
A general description of the parameters which in-
fluence the model are given in the following section. 
General Description of the Model 
Using the paramters given above a general simulation 
model was developed that represented most training sites. 
2James T. Newell, Simulation Model to Evaluate Per-
formance of Operational Systems and Their Impact on Repair 
Shop Activity at a Navy Field Site (Orlando, Fla.: Naval 
Training Equipment Center, 1980) 
3George w. Campbell, ATE Economic Feasibility Study 
on the A6E Weapons System Trainer, · Preliminary Study, 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This model is depicted in Figure 2 along with the 
parameters that influence each action or decision. A 
description of each 6f these parameters follows: 
(1) Design criteria - Decisions on equipment 
~ 
design during the development phase of procurement in 
those disciplines that influence trainer reliability 
and maintainability; i.e., human factors, safety, 
redundancy, etc. 
(2) Level of repa1r - Level of the trainer to 
which a fault can be isolated using built-in-test 
equipment, trainer software diagonostics and special 
types of equipment. At this level it normally only 
takes the removal and repair or replacement of the faulty 
component in order to place the trainer back in operation. 
The term component, unless otherwise stipulated, w~ll be 
used throughout this paper to mean faulty components 
removed at this level. 
(3) Component repair philosophy - A determination 
about which trainer faulty components should be repaired 
on-site and the means (types of repair facilities) to be 
used to repair them. 
(4) Built-in-test capabilities - Special types of 
built in trainer hardware and software capabilities and 
special types of equipment to diagnose trainer faults. 
8 
(5) Fault isolation capabilities - The 
capability to fault isolate to the trainers "level 
of repair" using the· trainer's built-in-test capa-
bilites." 
(6) Component remove/replace capabilities -
The capability to remove/replace a faulty component. 
This capability is a function of the "design criteria" 
employed during development of the trainer which 
greatly influences the human physical effort to 
perform it. 
(7) Component repair capabilities - The types of 
repair facilities maintained at the training site to 
accomplis·h repair of faulty components that are judge~d 
to be site repairable a ·<?cording to the trainer "component 
repair philosophy." 
(8) Faulty component and spare repl~cement from 
off-site sources - A determination about which trainer 
components should not be repaired on-site making it 
necessary to either maintain spares on-site or procure 
replacements off-site. Also, includes a determination 
about which on-site repairable components should be 
spared and the rationale for doing so. 
(9) Check-out criteria - A means to determine if 
the suspected faulty component is indeed the fault that 
placed the trainer in an inoperatable status. 
9 
With the completion of the general model it 
became necessary · to select a training site and trainer 
from which to collect data on the parameters in order 
to develop a specific real life model to be simulated. 
This data had recently been collected on the A6E 
Weapons System Trainer (WST) located at Naval Air 
Station Oreana, Virginia, (Figure 3) for analysis 3 
to determine the most economically feasible mixture 
of "component repair" and ''faulty component and spare 
replacement from off-site sources" philosophies. There-
fore, this trainer was chosen to be simulated. 
10 
Fig. 3 A6E We~pon Systems Trainer 
Oceana Naval Air Station 
Source: U.S. Department of the Navy, Office of the Naval 
Mater i a 1 Comma n d . N a v a 1 ~1 a t e r i a 1 I n s t r u c t i on 3 0 0 0 . 2 . 
Washington, D.C. 21 January, 1981 
II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL 
Specific Parameters of the Model 
Using the data collected on the specific para-
meters that infl.uence the. operational availability of 
the A6E Weapons System Trainer a model was constructed 
to simulate its operational availability. A facsimile 
of the data collection form is contained in Appendix G. 
This model was then programed using the Simulation 
Language an Alt~rnate Method (SLAM) 4 software package 
on file at the Naval Data Automation Facility (NAVDAF), 
Naval Training Center, O.rlando, Florida. 
SLAM was chosen as the appropriate discrete simula-
tion language because it offers the advantage to the user 
of programing his own special discrete events that may not 
be in the software package. This feature was needed in 
this model for the purpose of writing discrete events ~o 
maintain special files on spares inventory, generate and 
track trainer faults, and perform bookkeeping on trainer 
downtime and repair times. 
4 
A. Alan B. Pritsker, and Claude Dennis Pegden, 
Introduction to Simulation and Slam (West Lafayette, IN.: 
Systems Publishing Corporation, 1979). · 
11 
12 
The specific paramters that control A0 for the 
A6E WST were determined to be the following: 
(1) Design criteria - The trainer was designed 
for a reliability Mean-Time-Between-Failures (MTBF) 
goal as determined in a serial model using both empirical 
and analytically generated MTBF data of its component 
parts which were ·derated by a factor of 5. It is a common 
practice at the NTEC to derate almost all reliability 
data ·by a factor of 5 to 7 to approximate real life sit-
uations. Its maintainability Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR) 
was determined in the same fashion. These values are 
40 l ~ours (MTBF) and 30 minutes (MTTR) respectively. 
(2) - Level of repair - The level of repair was 
restricted to electronic components. The majority of 
these electronic components were circuit cards with the 
exception of cables, relays, power supplies, and a few 
miscellaneous ~omponents. 
(3) Component repair philosophy - The component 
repair philosophy used inthis study was the same as that 
used in anautomatic test equipment (ATE) feasibility 
study3 conducted by the NTEC onfuis trainer. The study 
was conducted to determine if it were more economical to 
repair circuit cards on site using special ATE or procure 
them off-site through vendors. The modes of repair are 
13 
described 1n the "component repair capabilities" 
parameter description. 
(4) Built-In-Test Capabilities - The trainer 
had built-in-test capabilities which could be used to 
isolate trainer faults down to the "level of repair." 
These capabilities were available through the use of 
both software diagnostics (daily readiness test (DRED) 
and special sub-system component isolation software 
techniques) and special built-in-hardware test circuitry. 
(5) Fault isolation capabilities - The trainer 
faults could be isolated to the circuit card, relay, or 
power supply level. 5 
(6) Component remove/replace capability - Most 
components could be removed ~nd repla~ed with minimal 
ease. The trainer was designed to permit quick access 
to circuit cards, power supplies and relays to reduce 
the human effort required to remove or replace them. 
(7) Component repair capabilities - All components 
chosen to be repaired on~site were to be repaired using 
one of two methodsi (1) manual test equipment such as 
ocilloscopes, voltmeters, and the like, · (2) ATE - speci-
fically, the AFIT and Ll35 circuit card testers for 
digital and analog cards respecitively. 
5u. s. Department ot Navy, Commanding Officer, Naval 
Training Center, Preliminary Techinical Manual Maintenance 
Instructions A6E Weapon System Trainer (NAVTRADEV P-4177-1), 
brlando, Florida, October 197~. 
14 
(8) Faulty component and spare replacement from 
off-site sources - The provisioning status of the trainer 
at the time of the ATE feasibility study 3 is shown in the 
.. Initial Inventory File 11 of the simulation results ! 
(Chapter III). 
It should be noted that even though a component 
could be repaired on-site, it was sometimes determined 
that it was wise to maintain a spare component on-site 
because of an anticipated excessively long repair time 
or high failure rate for the component. In addition, if 
a component were duplicated many times in the trainer or 
determined to be mission critical it, also was spared. 
(9) Check-out criteria - To determine if the 
trainer had been repaired the built-in-test capabilities 
were exercised and the results noted before placi~g the . 
trainer into an operational state. 
Detailed Op~rating Requirements of the Model 
The model which is representative of the~e para-
meters is shown in Figure 4 through 7. Basically the model 
can be divided into four main phases which are; (1) Phase I -
Failure Analysis, (2) Phase II - Repair Trainer, (3) 
Phase III - Repair Bad Component or Order Replacement 
Spare, and (4) Phase IV - Records. This method of structur-
ing the model made it simple to follow the flow of an entity 
15 
as it progresses through it. The SLAM Network 
(Appendix A) has also been subdivided tnto these 
phases for ease of interpretation. 
16 
Phase I -- Failure Analysis {Figure 4) 
Block Al: An inventory file (SLAM File No. T) of all 
of the electronic components that make up the trainer. 
Each entry in the file represents one electronic com-
ponent and has seven attibutes assigned to it. These 
attributes are used to control the flow of a trainer 
failure (entity) through the model. A'.description of 
these attributes is given in the 11 lni'tial Inventory 
File" on page 35~ -
Bl ock A2: An entity is created which takes on different 
attribute va l ues (failure times, fail~d component number, 
repair times, etc.) as it flows through the model. 
Block A3: The t~ainer failure interarrival time is taken 
as the f uture failure time of the first component linked 
up in a special SLAM file (SlAM File No.4). -This file is 
used to store future failure times of components with a 
mission criticality of greater than or equal to.7. These 
future failure times were generated using SLAM's exponen-
tial pseudorandom number generator and the failure rate 
(derived by multiplying component•s failure rate by number 
of like components in device) of each_ component. They 
were then linked in the file lowest future failure time 
first. After the entity failure flowing through this 
block took on the component number of the first entry in 
this file all other entries were then updated to make 
17-
them relative. This was done simply by subtracting all 
trainer operational time (training, fault isolate, and 
check-out times) from each components future .failure 
time. To reduce computer execution time only those 
critical components with the lowest initially generated 
future failure times that did not exceed total simulation 
time were retained in the file for ·· future processing. 
After an entity had taken on a failed component number 
a new failure time was . generated for the removed component 
and p l aced, lowest failure time first, back in the file. 
These functions are all accomplished in the SLAM Event 
Module (Event 1 ), Appendix B. In addition, to determine 
the MTBF of the trainer a special computer program routine 
was included in the SLAM Event Module (Event 1), Appendix B, 
of the model. This routine used the failure rate of 
all trainer critical components to derive the trainer MTBF. 
Block A4: The failed component is taken as the first 
com p o n e n t o f S LAM F,i 1 e No . 4 . 
18 
Block AS: The time necessary to fault isolate a 
trainer failure to a suspected failed component is 
assigned to the entity as it flows through this block. 
It is assumed that another failure will not occur dur-
ing this time. This time is generated using a 
pseudorandom number generator. Its probability distri-
bution function (pdf) and numeral values as they were 
supplied by the training site are contained in Table 1. 
Block A6: Within the SLAM Event Module Event 2 was 
written to update the initial inventory file created 
in block Al whenever a component on order had arrived 
since the last trainer failure had occured. This is 
accompli shed by comparing the ·arrival time of compof!ents 
on order which are stored in SLAM File No. 2 with the 
current time of the entity flowing through this block. 
If~ spare(s) had arrived at the . s.ite the pendi'ng order 
was deleted from SLAM File No. 2, recorded in SLAM 
File No. 5 for future reporting, and the initial inven-
tory file updated. 
Decision Dl: A search is made of the inventory file to 
determine if a spare is on hand. This action ts 
accomplished in Event 2 of the SLAM Event Module. If a 
spa~e is on hand it is assigned to th~ entity flowing through 
the block and routed to Phase II - Repair Trainer of the 
model. If not the entity is routed to Phase III - Repair 
Bad Component or Order Replac~ment Spare of the model for 
















































































































Phase II - Repair Trainer , 
Block Bl: The time necessary to remove the suspected 
faulty component and replace it if a spare is on-site 
or after repair of faulty component. An entity may enter 
this block from either Phase I - Failure Analysis or· 
Phase III - Repair Bad Component or Order Replacement 
Spare. This time is then assigned to the entity as it 
flow~ through the block. It is assumed that the meantime 
is not siqnificantly different from the meantime to remove/ 
repla~e a component from the trainer. Therefore~ both actions 
ire taken to be one. Refer to Table 1 for pgf and numerical 
values used in this block. 
Block B2: . The time necessary to validate the suspected 
fault is assinged to the entity as it flows through . the 
block. The Decision D2 block is used as the means to 
determine which suspected faults become valid ones. Refer 
to Table 1 for pdf and numerical value~ used in this block. 
Decision D2: A decision is made at this point in the model 
on the validity of the suspected fault. Based on infor-
mation received from the training site 10% of all suspected 
faults are erronous ones, therefore, that percentage are 
randomly chosen to be invalid diagnoses and the entity is 
routed to Phase IV - Records to record the incorrect 
diagnosis. The other 90% are routed to Decision 3 block. 
21 
Decision 03: At this point if a spare has been used 
to make the repair (indicated · ;n Attribute : 5 of the 
entity) the ent·i ty is passed on to Phase I I I - Repair 
Bad Component or Order Replacement Spare for procure-
ment of a replacement spare. If no spare was available 
then the entity has already been processed through 
P~ase II lrep~ir of component completed) and the entity 
~s routed to Phase IV - Records for recording of 
failure data~ 
. .P h a s e · r I r - R e o a· f r · .· s· a· d ·Co m o o n e n t o r 
Order Replacement Spare 
Decision 04: Entities arrive at this decision point 
from Phase I - Failure Analysis (no spare on-site-repair 
action required) or from Phase II ~ - Repair Trainer for 
procurerne.nt of a repl. ~cernent s.pareT At this point a 
decision is made as to whet~er this is a local repair/ 
replacement action. If it is a local action then 
(indicated in Attribute 1 of the entity) is passed on to 
Decision 05 block~ If it is ~ depot qCtion it is passed on 
to the Decision 07 block. 
Decision DS: A determination as to whether this is a 
manual or ATE repair (indicated in Attribute 2 of the 
entity) is made at this point. A manual repair decision 




















































































(R/R) Mode block, whereas an ATE repair decision routes 
the entity to the Decision 06 block. 
Decision 06: An entity enteri~g this block is either 
routed to the Ll35 R/R Mode block or the AFTT .R/R Mode 
block as determined by special coding in Attribute 3 
of t~e entity. 
Decision : D7: Each R/R Mode has this decision block in 
it. Here a decision is made to either repair a faulty 
component or ofder a replacement for a spare that was 
just used in repairing . the trainer. If a component 
requires repairing then the entity is routed to Block Cl. 
If a spare needs replacirig the entity is routed to 
Block C2 of the model. 
Block Cl: A time required to repair the faulty component 
is randomly generated according to the pdf and numerical 
values g·iven in Table 1. This time is assigned to ·the 
entity as it flows through this block. The entity is then 
sent to Phase I I - Repair Trainer for rep a i r of the trainer. 
Each R/ R f·1o de has this block in i t. 
Block C2: A time of receipt for a spare r.e p l a c em e n t i s 
generated i n this block and assigned to the entity as i t 
passes through the block. This time is randomly generated 
accordi.Ag to the pdf and numerical values given in Table 1. 
T h e e n t i _t y i s · t h e n r o u t e d t o P h a s e I V - R e c o r d s w h e r e a n 




































































































































































~1o de FCN : MTTR 
* AFIT Random 
Normal 120 r~ in 
* ~135 Random 
Normal 45 Min 
* Hanual Random Rep a i r Normal 360 Min 
Case ( 1 ) Order Replacement 
DEPOT \ Random 
REPAIR 
' 
Norma 1 86,400 r~; n 
(60 days) 
Case ( 2) Immediate Repair 
Random I 28,800 Min Normal (20 days} 
s . DEV. 
30 Mi ri 
1 5 Min 
180 Min 
43,200 r1i n 




* Repair and replacement times for th~se maintenance modes 
are not considered to be sig.nifican'tly different. There.:;. 
fore., identical repair/replacement t:imP.s :-are used '7or 
each case. 
26 
has this block in it. 
Phase IV - Records 
Block El: An entity arriving at this block is coming 
from Phase III - Repair Bad Component . or Order Repl~ce­
ment Spare where a time for receipt of a replacement 
spare has just been assigned to it. At this point in 
the model the ~nventory file (·sLAM File 2) is entered 
through Event 3 of the SLAM Event Module to reduce 
inventory of spares on.-site for that particular component 
by o n e . T h e e n t · i t y t h e n co n t i n u e s ·to B 1 o c k E 2 o f t h e 
mode 1 . 
Block E2: In this block an entity enters SLAM File 2 
through Event 3 of the SLAM Event Module to record the 
pending arrival time of a replacement spare that was used 
to repair the trainer during this downtime. The entity· 
then continues on to Block E3. 
Block E3: Only one entity is ever generated in this model 
and when it is destroyed simulation time · ceases. It takes 
on the attributes of a new trainer failure each time it 
returns to Phase I - Failure Analysis from Decision 08. 
Consequently, a special time scheme was necessary to 
determine and record trainer total repair _time, ch~rgeable 
repair time~ and current operational availability, This 
time scheme is provided in Event 4 of the SLAM Event Module. 
27 
Chargeable repair time is based on a 16 hour a day, 
5 day a week, 52 weeks per year trainer operational 
requirement. All other time is non-chargeable repair 
time. Special provisions are incorporated to ensure 
that any repair time that occurs during non-chargeable 
reppir time periods is not charged to operational avail-
ability. If a trainer repair action is completed during 
scheduled training time training immediately commences. 
However, if a normal repair action is completed during 
a non-chargeable repair time period, normal trainer 
operation commences at 8 AM on the next operational day. 
Figure 8 depicts this requirement. After trainer opera-
tional time, total repair time, chargeable repair time 
and current operational availability are determined for 
entities entering this block from Block E2 and Phase II -
Repair Trainer these values are recorded in SLAM File 3. 
All entities are then routed ' to Decision 08 of the model. 
Decision DB: Based on a predetermined simulation time 
simulation is either routed through Block 3 and subsequent 
termination or the entity is returned to Phase I - Failure 
Analysis for generation of a new failure. 
Block E4: Just prior to termination of simulation a 
special set of files is generated ~ in Event 5 of the SLAM 
Event ~odule. A summary of these files is presented in 











































































































































































I I I - r~1 0 0 E L R E S U L T S 
The simulation model was exercised for varying 
lengths of simulation time to determine when the change 
in A0 was less than or equal to .005 (1/2%) for any 
repair ·action. This · occured at between 4 and 5 years 
of simulation time (refer to File 3 - Failure Summary). 
Therefore, a si~ulation time 6f 5 years was chosen for 
- . 
determining the initial provisioning desired on-site. 
This 5 year simulation time falls well within the normal 
10 year minimum desired design life span for most trainers. · 
Using the initial previsioning obtained from the 
training site a simulation run was conducted for a 5 year 
period. The 11 Failure Summary .. (File 3) results were 
analyzied to determine if the frequency of s_imulated fa.ilures 
closely approximated the theorectical apportionment of 
failures. The ·results of this analysis ate shown in Table 2-
Failure Rate Analysis an9 do indicate · that this is true. 
By using the SLAM data collection function provided within 
the software package a Histogram of the failure interarri-
val times was generated. The results from this initial 
provisioning run are shown in 11 Histogram Number 1" of 
Appendix F. The meantime for this exponentially distributed 
histogram is given in the SLAM Summa~y Report (Appendix E) 
as 2351 minutes which closely approximates the theorectical 
















FAILURE RATE ANALYSIS 
1Theoretical 
Re1ative Frequency % . 
11.8 
1 0. 6 
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1 . 7 
1 . 0 
. 3 
(1} Theoretical Relative Frequency=· Component Failure Rate 
Trainer Failure Rate 
· (2) Simulated Relative Frequency 
Number of Simulated 
Failures Per Component 
Total NumbP.r of 
Simulated Failures 
32 
applying the Central Limit Theorem6 to the mean 
interarrival time of the final simulation run (largest n) 
should result in 95% of all x occuring within: 
x = ~ + 2.~ where o-; cr · )(., ,. ::. X X 
-
x = Simulated mean of X. .[\\ \. 
tL = True mean of x' 
,-- '- . 
- ()X= Simulated Standard deviation of Xi.. 
o'A = True Standard deviation of '1 ... \. == f-Lx for exponential 
distribution: 
n = Number simulntPrl faults 
therefore,. 
- 2297 . 5 2 (87.4),. where D-x . 2297.5 87.4 X = ± = --- = 
. { 692 
or 
·x · shoul·d fall within · 2122.7 L.. x L- 2472.3 
-
Referring to Table 3 we find this is true. 
Those components that contributed greatest to any 
s ; · y n i f ; c ~ n t { g r e a t e" r t h a n 9 6 0 m; n u t e s ) c h a n 9.e i n t r a ; n e r 
·aowntime are of the deoot reoair or reo1 ace cateaory .. Within 
this cate9ory those comronen~s tha~ fail more frequently are 
the ones which either have· a large quantity i~ the trainer or 
a high fail~re rate. Consequently, after the initial pro-
~isioning s1mulation run three more runs were conducted using 
the provis·ioning rationale given in Table 3. The results of 
this provisioning philosophy are sho~~ in this table: 
6Neter, John,and William ·Wasserman, Fundamental 
Statistics for Business and Economics (Boston, MA.: 




Number Resu1 tant 
Simu1a- Prov i sioning Changes Resultant Repair Mean Inter-
tion Run Spares Component Spares Component Ao Actions arrival Tim~a 
On-Site Number On-Site Number (mins) 
Initial , Pro_v i sioning .429 295 2344 
I TBl l 232 
' · l 189 1 243 
az 1 190 1 244 .573 400 2400 
1 191 1 245 
1 193 1 260 
1 2 12 
I .47 2 191 
b3 1 48 2 
193 
1 61 1 219 
1 72 1 227 
1 79 l 231 .738 561 2377 
1 87 1 233 
1 144 1 242 
1 1 71 2 243 
2 189 1 258 
1 222 2 260 
~ 244 1 333 
I 15 2 194 
1 61 1 232 
l 64 2 233 
~ t 82 1 238 ·• 889 692 2444 
1 101 1 245 
2 103 2 318 
2 147 2 333 
3 189 2 181 




a. If conditions 1. 2. and 3 are met for a component place one spare 
1n inventory. 
b. If conditions l and 2 are met for a component add one mo~e spare 
to provts~on~ng of run 2 in inventory. 
c. If condition 1 is met for a component add one more spare to provision-
ing of run 3 in inventory 
Conditions 
1. Chargeable repair time appearing in Failure Summary {File 3) equal 
to or greater than 960 minutes (1 day). 
2. No spares in initial provisioning simulation run. 
3. Component failed at least twice during simulation run as shown in 
Failure Summary (File 3). · 
34 
Reports 
Five special files are generated within the 
Event Module at the end of each simulation. They 
are ; ( 1 ) F i 1 e 1 - In i t i a 1 Invent o r y ·, ( 2 ) F i 1 e 1 -
Final Inventory, (3) File 2- Final Pending Inventory, 
(4) File 3 - Failure Summary and (5) File 5 - Inventory 
Received. The files presented in this section are 
taken from the initial provisioning si~ulation run. 
All of them are self-explanatory except for the column 
heading "Remaining Stockage 11 in Files 2 and 5. This 
column refers to those spares remaining on-site after 
the repair action has been completed and a replacement 
spare has been ordered but not yet received. 
Appendices · A through F contain the SLAM Network, 
Event Module, SLAM Files (1st page only), SLAM Echo 
Report, SLAM Summary Report, and SLAM Hist~grams 
respectively, which were taken from the initial prn-
visioning simulation run. Included in A~pendix E is the 
computer calculated Trainer MTFB as described in 
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~lNAl PENDIN~ INVENTORY 
















ALL TIMES EXPRESSED lN HI flUTES 
~OM PONE NT liME TIME TQTAt.: REJ'IAIR CHARCEABLE CURRENT 
NUMBER FAILE:U REPAIRED TIME REPAIR TIHE AVAIL, 
zso. l690, 1717. 27, 27, 0,978 
151• 1717~ 1749. :32. 32. 0,953 
77. 1749, 1775. 26, 26, Q,934 
290, 6184~ 6208, 24. 24, Q,974 
\ 271· 6516~ 6756, 240, 204, Q,935 
Sb, b756~ 6784, 28, o. 0,935 
t9p, 7220~ 29800. 22580, 11083, o,3o2 
71· 29878~ 29908, 31, 31, Q,304 
21~. 3~648~ 35734. 66, 86, 0,434 
17· 3~044~ 39071, 2e. 28, 0,492 
146, 40409: 40556. 147, 147, 0,507 
lbt 40669~ 40702, 33, . 33, 0,509 
286, 43099~ 43129, 30, 30, 0,.536 
195, 44665~ 44702, 37, 37, 0,554 
194, !5 1760. 57788, 27, 27, 0,664 
326t 57"786: 57833, 45, 45. 0,663 
21~. 64959~ 65074, 115, 115. 0,701 
316, 6H822~ 68645, 23, 23. 0,717 
10:;, 72099~ 72122, 23. 23, 0,731 
286, 72122~ 72161, 39, 39, 0.731 
317. 7~341~ 79368, 2.7, 27. 0,756 
286, 79368~ 79405, 37. 37, 0,756 
79, 84703, 110733, 26030, 13550, 0,614 
103, 110921~ 110950, 29, 29, 0,615 
66, 113862~ 113920, 38, 38, 0,6?.6 
2Sbe 116895~ 116919, 24. 24, 0.636 
271, llB507~ 119010. 503, 93, 0,641 
10~. 119411~ 147605, 28394, 13999, 0,539 
77, 151187~ 151200, 13, 13. 0,551 
77, 151258~ 151286, 2.8, 26, 0.551 
32Q, 15!>~aL 155511. 30, :30, 0,.565 
z 71· 159397~ 159910, 512. 512. 0,573 
26, 162863~ 162904, 4 t' 41, 0,581 
141· 164397~ 164521, 123, 123, 0,585 
2ao, 165898~ 165922, 24, 24, 0,5B9 
43lt• 170060, 170138, 79, 7?, 0. 599 . 
271• 175696, 176187, 49?., 429, 0,610 
2l9a 176415~ 210966, 34551, 17271, 0,526 
17· 22i2l3~ 221307, 94, 94, o,sso 
233, 221605~ 261444, 39839, 20639, 0,476 
269, 262027~ 262402, 375, 80, 0,478 
27, 26!>771. 265806, 35, 35, 0,4E6 
19 J, I 26~955~ 292328, 23373, 11687, 0,459 
87, 292328~ 319156, 26828, 14034, 0,423 
1 I 32091~~ 320947, 34, 34, G.427 
286, 328824~ 328864, 40, 40, 0,442 
11o. 333779, 333801, 22, 22. 0,452 
zao, 334914~ 334943~ 29, 29, 0,454 
16, 336347~ 336385, 37, 37. 0.457 
1·1, 337429~ 337461, 31. 31, 0,458 
53 
14-4. 3 3eo·oz; 3~6581~ 48579, 22~59, 0.'+12 
71· 381755. 387780, 25, 25. 0,414 77. 390592~ 390625. 33, 33, 0.418 19~, 39{iJ75~ 437949. 39574. 18587, 0.399 
23.2. 43Ht27~ 445587. 7460, 4622. 0.392 
271• 448763~ 449392. 629. 629. 0.397 
147, 45b428. 456457, 29. 29, 0.408 
194. 45~040~ 458Q64. 24, 24. o.4lo 
257, 458064. 458138. 74. 3. 0,410 
.134. 45~053. 459080, 27. 27, 0.41.2 
286, 464592~ 464627. 35. 35. 0.4?.0 
286, 46~984~ 467020. 37, 37. 0.423 
17o, 4 7"1221 ~ 477241. 20, 20. Q,438 
330, 489841. 489875. 34. 34. 0,454 
33tp, 490244~ 490266. 22. 22. o,455 
271· 490501~ 491051. 55o. Z76, 0.455 
271• 494395. 494717. 322~ 32.2. o.459 
19J, 504030~ 527628. 23598, 12078. Q,451 
245. 528571~ "545279, 16708. 7588. o.441 
18~. 54~279~ 572847. 27568, 12492. 0. 42·4 
271, 573546~ 573790. 244, 244, Oe42S 
77. 5B0309~ 580348. 39, 39. 0.432 
322. 583701~ 583738. 37, 37, 0.436 
286, 587948. 58798o. 32. 32. o.441 
286, 588851. 588878. 27. 21. Oe441 
zso. 590708~ 590739. 31. 31. 0.444 
286, 591983. 592007. 24, 24. Oe445 
77, 592007~ 592034, 28, Z8. 0.445 
189, 592060~ 627276. 35216, 15827, 0.425 
69, 633107~ 633577. 470. 470. 0.431 
290, 639674~ 639696. 22 • 22. 0,437 
77, . 640'<.38 ~ ~40463. 25 .• 25. 0,438 
eo, 640828. 640853, 25, 25. 0.438 
191, 640853~ 663977. 231.24. 9943 • . 0.426 
61, 665835~ 665871. 36. 36. 0.428 
103, 667543~ 667575, 32, 32, 0,430 
17, 676449~ 676481, 32, a. 0,439 
77, 67B237~ 678263, 26. 26. 0,441 
eo, 678851. ·, 678877. 26, 26. 0.442 
286, 679892~ 679926. 35. 35. 0,443 
271· 681200: 681634. 434, 434. 0.443 
189, 692571~ 696725. 4154, 2714. 0,450 
333, 69l.J775~ 734156. 34381, 17101. 0,434 
377. 735961: ·735997, 36. 36, 0.436 
271· 737658, 737833. 175, 175, 0,438 
19, 738906 • . 739101. 195, · 195, 0.438 
189, 740521~ 759077. 18~56, 8476. 0.431 
29), 770700. 770752. 52. 52. 0,441 
271· 773350~ 773603. 45'3, 453. 0,443 
318. 774715. 774751. 36. 36, 0,443 
17.5, 777676. 777738, 62, 62. 0.446 
77 I 791988~ 792017. 29. 29. 0,457 
77. 792017~ 792059. 42. 42. 0,457 
321. 793944: 793969, 25, 25. 0,459 
271. BO!i280~ 805816. 536. 321. 0.467 
77. 811688. 811710. 2Z. 22, 0.472 
eo, 811710. 811734, 23. 23. 0,472 
286, 814698~ 814737. 38, 38, 0,474 
263, 81b647. 816691. 44, 44. 0,476 
77. 817774. 817794. 20~ 20. 0.477 
271· 818921. 819396. 475. 475. 0.477 
7~. 825985~ 852070. 26085, 13605. 0,468 
189, 854197~ 890274, 3607~. 17379. 0,453 
319, 906766: 906799. "13. 13. 0.465 
189, 90 '/789 ~ 921564, 13776, 7446. 0.459 
54 
21z, 9Zj642. 9SzzS4, 26642, 15202, 0.448 
19~, 952284. 952314. 30, 3~. Q,44B 
246, 952314. 952389, 7S, 75, 0,448 
271• 95!>472~ 955923, 452, 173. 0,450 
17;;. 960379~ 960432, 54, 54, 0.453 
77. 967793~ 967823, 31, 31. 0.458 
184, 972607~ 972634. 27. 2.1. 0.461 
27~. 977798~ 978303, 505. 505, 0.464 
9 7. 991314~ 991:349, 35, 35. Q.472 
143t 992663~ 992799, 1:35. 135, 0.473 
z~. 996824~ 996861, 37, 37. 0.475 
zoo. 1001~83~ 1041685, 40502, 19382. 0,462 
26o, ~044384. 1070305, 25921, 12818. 0,454 
181. 1074672~ 1091374, 16702, 9502, 0,449 
:37,, 109~413~ 1096441. 28, 2a. 0,452 
·• ' 19. 1099763. 1099859, 95, 95, Or454 ". 
271· 1100967, 1101175, zoa. 208, 0.454 
32,, 1101332~ 1101363, 31, 31. o,455 
206, 1102183, 1102206, 23, 23. 0,455 
193, 1102255~ 1141485, 39230, 18590, 0.442 
6~, 1141698~ 1141739, 41, 41, 0.442 
189, 1142418~ 1164175. 21756, 10716, Q,43S 
261· 1164572~ ~164626, 53, 53, 0,435 
77, l16t?065~ 1166097, 32, 32, 0,436 
10~, 1167409, 1167431. 22. 22. 0,437 
19't, 1170105~ 1170140, 3.5 , 35, 0,438 
189, l1Bl496: 1224455, 42958, 20878. 0,431 
304· l22t!l44~ 1228169, 25, 25. 0,433 
271, l22H982~ 1229563, 581, 581. 0,433 
268, 1233226~ 1233385, 159, 159, o.43S . 
19~. 1237940~ 1276962, 39022, 16382, 0,426 
17. 1.281293~ 1281392, 99, 99, o.42a 
294, 128!>574~ 1285608, 34, 34, 0,430 
234, 1288038 : 1323)90, 35352, 17937. 0,421 
286, 1:323390~ 1323422 , 32, o. 0,421 
19/t, 1329991: 1330015. 24, 24, 0.425 
48, 1332071~ 1365319, 33240, 16448, . 0.416 
170, 1370045: 1370065, 20, 20, 0,419 
271, 1370281. 1370934, 653, lSO. 0.419 
21. 1371044, 1371107, 63, 63, 0.419 
317. 1373679: 1373911. 32, 32, 0.420 
lOl, 1380415: 1380454, 39, 39. 0. 4 2.4 
190, 1382'560~ 1412383, 29823, 16212, 0,416 
247, 141 7 592. 1417608, 16, 16. 0.419 
261, 1420140, 1420197, 57, 57. 0.420 
143, 1424294~ 1424381, 87, 87, 0,422 
266, 142!>994: 1426123, 129, 129, 0,472 
318. 1432660~ 1432693, 33, 33, 0.425 
19;5, . 1432796: 146oa56, 28060, 14143, 0,418 
189, 1461295: 1496704, 35489, 17800, 0,409 
27· 149~954, 1490980, 26, 26, 0,411 
321· 149i;684~ 1499711. 27, 27, 0.411 
269, 1501752~ 1501699, 147, 14 7. - 0,412 
4'J, isoz636~ 1502970. 334, 334, 0,412 
24;3, 1504674: 1527951. 23277, 9860, 0,41)8 
286, 152Y928~ 1529971. 43, 43. 0.409 
32~. 1529971~ 1529999, 28, 28. 0,409 
10~. 1531469. 1531508, 39, 39. 0.410 
1?. 1532512. 1!>32638, 126, 126, 0,410 
244, 153~585. 1585410. 49825, 23565, 0,400 
271• 15Bb927. 1587580. 653. 653. o.4ol 
104, 1561707. 1587730, 23, 23. 0.401 
21~· 15138406. 1619648, 3124?, 1~24), 0,394 
2Bb, 1620239~ 1620252, 13, 13. 0,394 
77, 1631231. 1631264, 33, 33, 0,399 
286, 163~ZOl. 1633223. 22, 22. o.4oo 
243. 163t:l642~ 1670747. 32l05. 15785, o,3Q6 
55 
!"lie "1572072. 167210!3, ~b, 3b, 0,396 
271· lb74834. 1675000, 246, 246, 0,397 
319. 167~187. { I 1675213. 2b, 26. 0,397 
181, 1680151. 1695045, 14894, 8174, 0.396 
271, 1705242~ 1705777. 53.5. 323. 0.400 
30~. 1706468~ 1706497. 2.9' 29, o.4oo 
17. 170-,6 74. 1707705, 31, 31, -o,4ot 
lOle 1711685~ 1711717. 32, 32, 0.402 
141, 1721768~ 1721938. 170. 170. 0,406 
77, 1727605~ 1727636, 31, 31. 0,409 
ea, 173~314. 1735390, 76, 76, 0,412 
371· 17362.75. 1736292, 17, 17, 0,412 
38z, 173 "7872. 1737903. 31. 31. ·o,4t3 
224. 1741273~ 1741291. 18, ta, 0.414 
z9o, 1743878. 1743908, 30. 30, 0.415 
271, 1751107~ 1751611. 504, 264, 0.418 
27, 1753279~ 1753311. 32, 32, 0.419 
289, 17592,39 • . 1759275, 36. 36, 0,421 
',\ 189, 1760429 • . 1778783. 18354, 8461. 0.418 -
287, 1782123~ 1782162. 39, 39. 0.419 .. 
201• 1785368~ 1785429. 61, 61. 0.421 
286, 1786493~ 1786513. 20. 20. 0.421 
lO'te 1781916~ 1787950. 34. 34. 0.421 
271• l-Is ~9 eo~ 1789308. 328. 326. o.422 
31Be 1794922. 1794942. 20, 20. 0.424 
321• t7?55c9. 1795598, 29, 10. 0.424 
3l8t 1795598. - 183739o, 41792, 20160. 0,416 \ 
194, 1838260. 1838294, 34, 34, 0.416 
) 
23z, 1838901. 1877751. 38850. 18.210. 0,409 
2.47. lB7f751~ 187776"9. 18, lB. 0,409 
30Ze 1878046~ 1878077. 31, 31, 0,409 
271, 1883771. 1884079. 308, 308. 0.411 
271• 1884211. 1884607. S96, 216. 0.411 
286, 1891151. 1897171. 20. 20. 0,416 
101· 1911029~ 1911063. 34, 34. 0.421. 
189, 1911489~ 1931131. 19642, 9082, 0.417 
271· 1932776~ 1933374. 598. - 509. 0,418 
189, 1933459~ 1969259, 35800 · - 16235. 0,412 
189, 1969518. 1994805. 25367, 13181, 0,407 
286, l99o849~ 1996873. 24, 24. 0,408 
271· 2001132. 2001689, 557, - 472. 0.409 
251· 2014156. 2014184. 28, 13. - 0,414 
I 
339, 2014495~ 2014519. 24, 24, 0,414 
271, 2014720~ 2015159, 439, 423, 0,414 
19~, 201~915~ 2047i78, 31263, 14603. 0,409 
286, 205/901~ 2057926, 25. 25, 0,413 
17. 2059473~ 2059555. 82, 82. 0.413 
189, 2060530. 2102936, 42406, 19767. 0.406 
24lt, 210~171. 2143714. -38543. 19823, o.ltoo 
147, 2146451~ 2146475. 24. 24, 0,401 
189, 214B105~ 2173858. 25753, 13273, 0,397 
147, 2181368~ 2194999. 13631, 7006, 0,398 
21,5. 219!>489~ 2195560, 71, 71. 0,398 
286, 2197052~ 2197084, 32. 32, 0,398 
247, 2198~27. 2198160. 33. 33. - 0,399 
286, 2198191. 2198219. 28. 28. 0.3~9 
143, 2199632~ 2199836, 204, 204, 0,399 
5~, 2202601~ 2202633. 32, 3Z, o.4oo 
104, 2205118~ 2205134. 16. 16. 0,401 
149, 2214211~ 2214703. 492, 463. 0.404 
444. 2232918~ 2232949. 31. 25. 0.410 
331, 225Bl34. 2258165, 31, 31, 0,418 
17. 2258352~ 2258383. 31. 31. 0,418 
56 
10,, Z2b3643, 2263676, 33, 33, 0,419 
15!i, 226-,796~ 2267814. 18, 18. 0,420 
27,, 226';.1264~ 2269721, 457, 457, 0,421 
271· 2270635. 2270939, 204, 204. 0.421 
19~, 2270918, ~ 2305563, 34645, 17365, 0.415 
14"7. 2306533~ 2306562, 29, 29. 0,415 
17, 2306901~ 2306927, 26, 26. 0.416 
246, 231!)720. 2315764, 36, 36. 0,418 
329. 2321266~ 2321325. 59, 59, 0.420 
27Q, 2324045~ 2324247. 202, 202, 0.421 
21~· 232!>622~ 2364569, 38947, 18307. 0.415 
27~. 2367729~ 2367941, 212t 92. 0,416 
19~. 236lJ562~ 2369650, BB, a a. Oa416 
25o, 2370100~ 2370139, 39, 39, 0,417 
27~. 2370139~ 2370430, 291, ZOl, 0,417 
286, 2370430~ 2370460. 3o, o. 0.417 
271• 2373484~ 2373877, 393, 393, 0.417 
266, 2379790~ 2379815. 25, 25. 0,419 
2d6, 2302150~ 2382177, 27. 27. o,4?.Q 
22.7. 2382618~ 2418166, 35540, l T(8a • Oe414 
320t 241~640; 2418666, 26, 26, Q,415 
"249, 241lJ897, 2419921. 24, 24. 0.415 
189, 2430087, 2443907, 1.3900' 7089, Oe416 
181• 244lJ788~ 2460002. 10214, 4934. 0,416 
10;Je 246!>870~ 2465897, 27. 27. ('),417 
194, 2466850: 2468886, 36, 36. o.4lo 
407t 2473o4o: 2473069. 29, 29. Q.4t9 
24~, 247b056~ 2492447. ·16391, 9191. 0,418 
286, 2493251. 2493290, 39, 39. 0.418 
27le 2494603~ 2495131. 528, 528. 0.416 
t7o, 2495131. 2495169. 38, 38, 0.416 
271, 2 49 "/ 27 5. 2497519, 244, 244. 0.416 
24!), 2502489~ 2520"506. 18017. 9857. 0.417 
77, 2522049~ 2522079, 30, 30, 0,417 
271· 2532437~ 2532765, 328, 328. 0,420 
434, 2532765~ 2532850, 65, 16. 0,420 
270, 253lJ549~ 2539962. 413, 21. . 0. 422 
197, 2540326. 2546366. 40. 40, 0,424 
286, 2553602~ 2553626. 26, 26. 0,426 
286, 2566068~ 2566099. 31, 31. 0,429 
286, 257192L 2571953. 32, 32. 0.430 
286, 2572376. 2572406, 30, 30. 0,431 
46, 2572406~ 2572514. 108, lOB, 0,431 
" 330, 2574036~ 2574074. 38, 3. 0,431 
32(), 2580318~ 2580353. 35, 35. 0,433 
221, 2580361~ 2580386. 25, 25. 0,433 
17. 258.':>735~ 2585803, bB, 68. 0,434 
286, 258.':>803~ 2585833. 30, 30. 0.434 
189, 2591679~ 2600718, 9039, 4473. 0.434 
1Bl 1 2601203~ 2.637667, 36464, 18704, 0,429 
57 
F ;1.E .5 
INVENTOKY RECEIVED 
ALL. TIMES EXPRESSED IN HII~UTES 
C :-, M r' 0 "I E r ~ T TIME OF REI-1A IN ING TIME 
tJ 1 H1~ER . RECElPT STOCKAGE OR DE REO 
290. 6296, o. 6208, 
71. 3032 "i. o. 2'?908. 
lb. 407"39, J\ o. 40702. 
?.86. 43196, o. 43129, 
t95. 44740, o. 44702. 
'326· 57894, 1· 57833. 
77. 5810!>, 13· 1775, 
,za 6. 72229, o. 72161, 
286. 79466, 0· 79405. 
5b. 93091, o. 6784, 
66. 113982, o. 11392o. 
286. 116944, o. 116919, 
77. 136420, 12. 39071, 
103, 141601, o. 11095Q, 
318. 155350, o. 68845, 
320, 15561!>, o. 'l5551i. 
26. 162954, o. 162904, 
(186. 165992, o. 165922. 
77, 177530, 12. 151200. 
27. 265962, o. 265806, 
77, 314636, 11· 151286, 
1. 32116!>, o. 320947, 
286. 328910, o. 328864, 
170. 333892, l. 333801, 
28~. 334980, o. 334943. 
16. 3 3 641 -,. o. 336385, 
71. 388110, o. 387780, 
77. 421828, 13. 337461, 
134. 459110, o. 459080, 
286. 46469!>, o. 464627, 
286, 4670Tf , . o, 467020, 
170, 477272, 1. · 477241, 
330. 489943, o. 489875, 
339. 490396, o. 490266, 
77. t 498451, 12. 390625. 
147, 500988, ·o. 456457, 
'322. 583774, o. 583738, 
'-86, 588053, o. 58798Q, 
286. 588910, o. 58;.)878, 
250. 590781, o. 590739, 
290. 639833, o. 639696, 
77. 666940, 12. 592034, 
so. 67890.5, l· 678877, 
'-86. 679952, o. 679926, 
77. 688561, 13. 580348, 
61. 731419, o. 665871, 
').77. 73613.!:>, o. 735997, 
103. 763052, o. 667575, 
77. 7643R3, 11. 67'>481, 
58 
321. 79399'1, o. 793969, 
77. B09Zt>o, 10. 67a263, 
77. Bl085B 1 11. 640463, 
80. 61176Lt, 1 I 911734, 
286, Bl477o, o. 814737, 
77. 832040, 11. 192059, 
77. 88046':t, 10. 817794, 
318, 9262,4, o. 174751, 
18lt. 97269'?, o. 972634. 
97, 991924, o. 991349. 
2b. 9969li, o. 996a6t, 
)19. 1004662, o. 906799, 
375. 1096495, o. 1096441. 
325, 1101419, o. 1101363, 
286. 1102259, o. 1102206, 
77, 1126285, .. 13· 967823, 
77. 121t.51o, 13· 1166097, 
62. i225772, o. 1141739, 
302. 1228601, o. 1226169, 
·103. 127555!>, o. 1167431, 
l9tt. 12796l?t o. 1170140. , . 
294, 1285820, o-. 1285608, 
286. 1323460, o. 1323422, 
170. 1370095, l· 1370065, 
247. 1417671, o. 1417608, 
?-17. 144076~, 1. 1373911. 
\01. 147.5871, o. 1380454. 
2'T. 1499141, o, 149698o, 
'321. 1499768, o. 1499711. 
194. 150307~. o. 1330015, 
322. 1530013, o. 1529999, 
319. 1569129, o. 1432693, 
103, 158101.4, o. 1531508, 
104. 1.587828, o. 1587730, 
26~. l62032o, o. 1620252, 
286. 1633251, o. 1633223, 
~21. 167217~. o. 1672108, 
71. 170092"1, 13. 1631264, 
302. 1706968, o, 1706497, 
37t. 1736397, o. 1736292, 
"24. 174t372, o. 1741291, 
290. 1744071, o. 1743908, 
77. 1747382, 12. 1707705, 
27. 1753403, o. 1753311. 
,. ('89. 175991~. o. 1759275. 
319~ 1777200, o. 1675213, 
287. 178220/, o. 1782162, 
286, 1786557, o. 1786513, 
\04. 178810~, o. 1787950, 
101. 1809021, o. I 1711717, 
77. 1813290, 12. 1727636, 
~P2. 18181.58, a. 1737903, 
~1B;, 1874074, o. 1794942, 
247. 18 77 6 2 ., • o, 1877769, 
302. 1878451, o. 1870077, 
286. 1897209, o. 1897171. 
194. 1965412, o. 1830294, 
286. 1996903, o. 1996873, 
101, 2012209, o. 1911063. 
::!51. 2014243, o. 2014184, 
339, 2014650, o. 2014519, 
2Bb, 2057963, o. 20!57926, 
147, 218732!>, o. 2146475, 
286. 2197124, o. . 2197084, 
247. 2198193, o. 2193160. 
286, 2198248, o. 2198219. 
104. 220525!~ o. 2205134, 
59 
53. 222929:;, o. 2202633, 
444. 223304':1, o. 2232949, 
331. 225819!1, o. 2258165, 
105. 2263714, o. 2263676, 
155, 2313913, o. 2267814. 
248. 231,822, o. 2315764, 
77. 2363610, 13. 2259383, 
286. 2370484, o. 2370460, 
286. 237985i, o. 2379815, 
za6. 2382225, o. 2382177~ 
147. 2387183, 0· 2306562, 
77. 2394330, 12· 2306927, 
~2:>. 2418816, o. 2410666, 
~49. 241996!>, o. 2419921. 
lOS. 2465934, 0· 246589.7. 
,ab, 249334!>, o. 2493290, 
170, 2.495221, l. 2495169, 
t97. 2546416, o. 2546366, 
t'£16, 255370~. o. 2553628, 
194, 256603!:>, 0 ' o. 2468886, 
2B6, 2566163, o. 2566099, 
?86. 2572003, o. 2571953, 
330. 257413~. o. 2574074, 
221. 2580421, o. 2580386, 
~2 ~). 2580492, o. 2580353, 
;>8~. 2585882, o. 2585833, 
IV - CONCLUSIONS 
The results shown in Table 3 indicate that A0 
can be significantly increased (46.0%. total) by the 
selectfull replacement of addition spares on-site. 
The relative increase between runs 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 
was 14.1%, 16.5%, and 15.1% respectively. The corres~­
pdnding relative increase in provisioning requirements 
was 11, 22, and 20 spares respectively. Th.e apparent 
reason that the better tRan doubled increase in provi-
sions requirement (11 to ·. 22) that occured from run 2 
to 3 for approximately the same relative increase in A0 
i s be c a us e 5 o f t h o s e c o_m p o n e n t s t h a t we r e p r o vi s i o n e d 
in run 2 were provisioned again in ·run 3. Two of these 
components (189 and 193) were of the high failure rate 
category (refer to Table 2). 
An increase jn operational availability is accom-
panied by two significant actions. The first, an increase 
in the total number of trainer failures that occurs (refer 
to Table 3) results in the second, an increase in inventory 
(administrative time} processing. These factors contribute 
to an increase of on~site repair or replace actions. 
This simulation model offers a means by which initial 
provisioning can be established to maintain a predetermined 
level of A0 . Due consideration can then be given to the 
effects provisioning has on the other logistic support 
variables (manpower, repair facilities, etc.). Trade-offs 




This model does not take into account any economic 
considerations. A suggested change to the model would 
be to incorporate a means by which any change in provision-
ing could be economically evaluated against a correspond-
ing change in A0 . 
Data input into the model currently is accomplished 
via punched cards. An imprGvement to this that should be 
considered is to make data input through an interactive 
mode. 
Operational time requirements for the trainer is 
current l y fixed. Future changes to the model will be 



































































L. p·1 ITS, s, 1, 2 7 !10; 
PRIORITY/l,LV~(6)/2,LVFC2)/4,LVf(l)/3,LVFC4)J 
STAT,l~FAIL INTARL TIME,lZ/0/1200; 
Ir~TLC 1 XXC1)•0!1XX(2)aQ.,XX(3)~o,,XX(4)•Q,,XXC5,•0,,XX(6)•0., 
XXC7)•0•1XX(8)aQ,,XX(9)~0,,XXClO)•O,,XX(1l)•O,,XX(l2)•0,J 





















EVENT ,1, 1; CREATE FAILURE CREATE TRAINFR FAILURE INTERARRIVAL 
TIME (FILE 4) A~D DETERMI~E FAILED 
C 0 ~1 P 0 N E NT ' S P ART I~ U M B E R 












DURATION OF FAU~T lSDLATION 
UPDATE AND SEARCH INVENTOKY FILE 
FOR SPARE - -
IF SPARE IS NOT AVAl~ABLE . TRANSFER 
TO TAG "NSPR" 
IF SPARE IS AVAlLAB~~ TRANSFER · 
TO TAG rrASPR" -
PAR COLCT,ALLI 
REPAIRED COMPONENT, 
5/Q/524160,1; COLLECT STATrsT~CS 
ASPR _ ASSIGN,ATRIBC4)~RNORM( 
s,,3,,'!).~l; A SPARE OR REPAIRED COMPONENT IS 







ACT/3 1 AiR1Bt4>~~CRT; REMOVE/REPLACE COMPDNENT -




GOON~ lJ . . 
ACT/4~XXC5),,CKTJ CHECK-OUT TRAINER 
CDLCT,XX(4)., 
REMOVE REPLACE, 
12/0/111; . COLLECT STATISTICS . 
COLCT,XX(S), 
CHECK. OUT; 

















































































































COHP R~R RPL ACTS.1 
5 I 0 I 5 2 4 i 6 0 , · l; 
ACT.,, ,9.,AVL.~ 
ACT,,,l,NAVL; 




t'F TRAINER is R-EPAIRED TR~NSFER 
TO TAG 11 AVL'' 
IF TRAINER IS NOT REPAIReo~CONTINUE 
TRAINER NOT ~EPAIRED ... IHVAL.ID DIAGNOSIS 
-COLLECT STATISflCS ON NU~BER OF 
INVALID OlAGNOS~S 




VAL~~ REPAIR ACTION 
GOON,lJ 
ACT.,,ATRI8(5J •. LT.l•JTLHTJ 
RECORD FACT THAT IMY~LIO qiAGNOSlS 
OCCURRED IN FIL~ 3 
TAG REPAIR ACTION AS INVA~ID . 
~ETURN TO TAG "FAN" AHD CREATE 
NEW FAILURE -
· WAS SPARE OR REPAIRED COMPONENT USED 
FOR REPAIR? IF ~EPAIREO COMPONENT USED 
TRANSFER TO iACi "TLMT" 
IF SPARE USED-CONTINUE 










SPARE WAS USED fOR REPAIR/COL~ECT 
STATISTICS ON NQMBER OF S~ARES 
USED FOR REPAIR 
TRAHSFER TO TAG "SKP" AHD ORDER 
R E P lAC E r~ EN T 
NO SPARE AVAILABLE/CULLECT STATISTICS 
ON NUMAER OF MISSING SPAR~S-CUNTINUE 
AND REPAtR BAD ~OHPONEI~T 
IS THIS A DEPOT DR LOCAL REPAIR/ 
REPLACEMENT ACTION? 
DEPOT-TRANSFER to TAG "SPBY" 
LOCAl.·CONTJNUE . 




JS THIS MANUAL UR ATE REPAIR/ 
REPLACEMENT ACTION? 












































































































































IS THIS A REPAI~ OR REPLACEMENT ACTION 
REPLACEMENT-TRANSFER TO TAG "SUB" 
REPAIR .. CONTINUE 
REPAIR ACT!ON.C~EATE REPAIR TIME 
COLLECT STATISTICS 
MA:~UALLY REPAIR COMPDrlENT ... TRANSFER. TO 
TAG "PAR"-REPAI~ TRAI~ER 
COLLECT STATIST~CS 
REPLACEMENT ACTlON~CREATE REPLACEMENT 
TRANSFER TO TAG."FLE" 
IS THIS A AFIT UR Ll35 R~PAIR/ 
REPLACEMENT . ACTJON? . . . 
AFIT-TRANSFER TU TAG "SUG" 
Li.35-CONTINUE 
IS THIS A REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT ACTION 
REPLACEMENT-TRA~SFER TO T~G "SUJ" 
REPAIR-CONTINUE 
REPAIR ACTIDN-C~EATE REPA~R TIME 
COLLECT STATISTICS 
REPAIR COMPONENj-TRANSFER TO lAG "PAR" 
-REPAIR TRAINER 
COLLECT STATIST~CS 
REPLACEMENT ACTIOH"CREATE REPLACEMENT 
TRAf~SFER TO TAG . "FLE" 
IS THIS A REPAIR OR REPLACE ACTION? 




















































































































ACi, 1 ,F~e; 
REPAIR-CONTINUE 
REPAIR ACTION-C~EATE REPA~R TIME 
CO~LECT STATISTICS 
REPAIR COMPONENt-TRANSFER TO TAG 
"PAR"-REPAIR TR~tNfR 
COLLECT STATISTICS 
REPLACEMENT ACTION~CREATE REPLACEMENT 
. TRANSFER TO TAG."FLE" 

















IS THIS A REPAlK oR RePLACEMENT ACTION 
REPLACEMENT-TRA~SFER TO T~G ~SUF» . 
REPAIR~CDNTINUE 
REPAIR ACTION~C~EATE REPA~R TIME 
COLLECT ·STATISTICS 
REPAIR COMPDNENi~TRANSFER TO TAG npAR" 
-REPAIR TRAINER~ 
10/0/lb300;1; COLLECT STAT!STJCS 
ASSIGN,ATRlB(2)=XX(lO)+TNOW, . 
lJ - REPLACEMENT ACT,ON~CREATE REPLACEMENT 





COLLECT STATtSTles ON COMPONENTS 
ORDERED -
REDUCE SPARES INVENTORY/RECORD 
STATISTICS ON CUMPDNErtTS ORDERED 
IN FILE 2 . 
TRAHSFER TO TAG "RCO" 
RECORC RePAIR ACTIONS ACCOMPLISHED 
. '~~ 
. 2~0 












































































DETERMINE REPAIR ACTION S!ATISTICS 



















TERI'U NA ! E1l~ 
ENDNETWDRK; 
H!I T ~ o ~ 3 5o o o o 0 ~ 
INTLC~XXC13)•450.,XXC14)=2620800; 
~10THR 1 FlLE.S, lOJ 
. 
# 
; CREAtE Fp.E l 
; . 
IF SIM0LATION TIME HAS NOT EXPIRED 
TRANSFER TO TAG - "FAN~~CRE~TE ~EW 
FAILURE 




























ENTRV/l1l, 1 l,,O,,lOOOOO.I0.,49.15./l,l.,l.;o,,t00000,,0,~5o~,l.; 
ENTRY/l12,,Q,IO~,B2900.,l.I51,,2./1J1•12e,2,,100000,1l,ISZ.,l.; 
E NT R y /11 2 • I 0 • I 0 • , 2 0 0 0 0 0 • I 1 • , 5 3 • I 2 • I 1 , 2 • , 0· • .i 0 • , 3 0 9 5 5 0 • I 1 • I 54 • I 2 • ; 
ENTRV/t,z,,o,,o,,200000 • .~l.,55.,2./l12•,o.~o.,t02399,,1,,56,,2.; 








































































c::q I K..; I 11 l ' I l • ~ 2 ' ~ l () 0 0 c 0. ~ 0. ~ b 7. I 1 ' /11 l • " 2 • I z.." 1 0 () (.)() 0. I u. I b u 'I 1 • ; 
ENTRYJi,l,,l,J0,,100000,,Q,,69,,l,/l1l.,l,iO,J180000,,0,,70,1l.; 
ENTRY/1Jl,,l,,o,,177305,,1.~71,,4,/1,2.,o.~o • .~tooooo,,o,l72,~4.; 






















ENTRY/11le12elle1429037,1le1ll7,1l./l1l,J2 1 11•~35,509ell 1 JllB,,z,; 










EN TRy /11 1 'I 2., 1 ' I 300 000' I l • I 13 9 ~I 1 • Ill 2., '0 I~ 0.:; 3 ooooo. I l 'I 140. I 1. J 











EN T R v 111 2 , 1 o , ~ ·o • , 13 3 57 6 • , 1 • , 16 3 • 1 2 • 1 11 2 • 1 o ·• 1 o. i 15 o a 6 , 1 1 , " 16 4,, 2 • ; 
ENTRY/lJZ,IO,,O,,lOOOOO,,O,Il65,,z./1,1,"2~~2.i469639,,2,,l66,,30,J 




E IH R Y /11 1 1 I 2 t 1 2 t I 400 0 00, I 0, I 17 5 t I 15, /1 I l t 1 2, I 2 t I 40 0000 1 I 0 • I 17 6, I 4 2 •; 





ENTRV/1 1 2. 1 o,,o,,~649oa,,o.,la7,,2,/ll2,1o~~o.;4ooooo,lo,,lB6.,6,; 
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